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Recently, wireless channel modeling and simulation has gained considerable
attention in the field of wireless communications. To design a reliable and effi-
cient wireless system, it is essential to understand the behavior of wireless chan-
nels in different environments. Due to the time varying and dispersive nature of
wireless channels, accurate statistical channel modeling is a challenging task. To
understand the nature of wireless channel, many researchers reported results of
measurements under different environments and several channel models have been
proposed on the basis of these measurements. This dissertation investigates the
application of Nakagami-Hoyt channel model to Vehicle-to-Vehicle (V2V) commu-
nications under different scattering conditions.
xviii
Initially, a V2V Nakagami-Hoyt model that assumes isotropic scattering at
both the transmitter and receiver antennas is proposed. Then, a generalized model
is proposed with non-isotropic scattering assumption. Finally, a V2V Hoyt model
with diffused Line of Sight (LOS) under isotropic scattering is investigated.
The proposed model is analyzed for first order statistics that include amplitude
and phase Probability Density Functions (PDF) and mathematical expressions are
derived for second order statistics including Spatial Time Correlation Function
(STCF), Power Spectral Density (PSD), Squared Time Autocorrelation Function
(STACF), Level Crossing Rate (LCR) and Average Duration of Fades (ADF).
The proposed models are validated by an Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT)
based simulator.
Finally, a real time wideband channel simulator (also known as emulator)
is designed and implemented. The implemented emulator uses a floating point
(TMS320C6713) and a fixed point (TMS320C6416) DSP. The emulator has 8 taps
and baseband bandwidth of 20 MHz. It provides flexibility to test various channel
models under different conditions. The baseband data is applied at the emulator
input and output data is analyzed and compared with the analytical results in order
to validate the emulator functionality.
Keywords: Vehicle-to-vehicle, Nakagami-Hoyt, Spatial time correlation function,
Power spectral density, Wideband channel simulator.
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INTRODUCTION
Radio communication is the option which makes communication on the move pos-
sible. Suitable technology and radio spectrum were the two major hurdles in the
way of making communication accessible to common man although radio com-
munication was invented more than a century ago. In 1895, Guglielmo Marconi
was the first who established a radio link when he transmitted the morse code of
the letter S from his backyard over a distance of 100 meters. Today, after more
than 100 years, wireless communication is replacing old wired networks. The re-
cent applications of wireless communication include but not limited to Wireless
Local Area Networks (WLAN), messaging, wireless sensor networks, automated
highways, industrial automation, smart homes, cordless and cellular telephone
systems, satellite systems, Femtocells, Bluetooth and Zigbee devices etc. The
wireless devices are also used as remote controlling devices for cars, home televi-
sion systems, walkie-talkies etc [1]-[3].
In the conventional wireless communication systems, all the mobile stations
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communicate with each other using a fixed station (base station) which is normally
located at an elevated location. The mobile station is likely to be surrounded by
assortment of objects having different shapes and scattering may occur near the
mobile station which results in multipath fading channel and a direct path between
the base and mobile may not always be present. Moreover, due to the motion of
mobile station or changes in the surrounding environment, the channel may also
vary with time.
Furthermore, two vehicles may directly communicate with each other while
moving in the same or different directions and speeds avoiding the use of base
station. V2V communications as it is called, finds its applications in mobile ad-hoc
wireless networks, intelligent highway systems, emergency, military and security
vehicles. The V2V communications is expected to enhance road safety (resulting
in fewer accidents), improve traffic flow and share real time data without involving
the cellular network which leads to greater fuel efficiency and reduce travel time.
To evaluate the design and performance of a communication system, it is
desirable to evaluate it in realistic conditions. Although, experiments can be
performed while driving vehicles through different environments but, this is a
time-consuming and expensive exercise. In addition, the field trials can be affected
by unintended and uncontrolled circumstances. The alternative is inexpensive and
flexible option in use of a real time channel simulator (emulator) and it allows for
measurement of the performance in a laboratory environments as in [4]-[6].
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1.1 Background
1.1.1 Wireless Channel Modeling
Wireless communications are inherently unreliable due to their adverse time vary-
ing nature, multipath propagations and severe interference from other transmis-
sions. Every communication system has to overcome these propagation effects
to deliver acceptable performance. Unless specific measurements are taken, sub-
stantially higher power must be transmitted in order to overcome these severities.
To design reliable and efficient wireless systems, it is essential to understand the
nature of channels in different environments.
Electromagnetic waves propagate through these environments where they tra-
verse unobstructed (free space) or reflected, scattered, and diffracted by terrain
irregularities like walls, buildings, and other objects. Reflections occur when the
dimension of the surface are larger than the wavelength of the incident wave.
When the incident waves with wavelength in the order of or larger than the di-
mension of the incident object with irregular shape, scattering takes place and
the signal energy is directed in many directions. These phenomenon are shown in
Figure 1.1. The details of this propagation can be obtained by solving Maxwell’s
equations applying boundary conditions related to the physical and electromag-
netic characteristics of the obstructing objects [7]. The solution to these equations
are usually hard to obtain except under simpler geometry of the objects and under
such circumstances approximations are usually made. Ray tracing are sometimes
employed towards simplification of analytical solution.
3
Figure 1.1: Electromagnetic Waves Propagation
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Due to the complexity and time varying nature of wireless channel, it becomes
hard to obtain an accurate deterministic channel model and researchers resort to
statistical channel models, which plays an important role in the design of wireless
communication system. Gaining understanding of the propagation channel is the
first step towards an efficient wireless system design. The purpose of channel
modeling is to estimate the first and the higher order statistical parameters of
the fading channel and measure the performance of a transmission system. These
parameters include Doppler spread, the time statistics of fading (average fade
duration, level crossing rates), amplitude probability densities functions and the
coherence bandwidth. For this purpose, extensive measurements have been made
in different environments to characterize the channel. Over the past few decades,
a number of experiments have been performed to characterize mobile channels in
urban, suburban, mountainous, wooded and highway environments [8]-[25]. Based
on these measurements, several statistical channel models have been proposed and
investigated. These include pure short term fading models like the well-known
Rayleigh, Rice [26], Hoyt [27], Nakagami-m [28], the mixed models Rice-lognormal
Model [29], the Nakagami-Rice Model [30], the Nakagami-lognormal Model [31],
the K distribution which is a substitute for the Rayleigh-lognormal distribution
[32] and Weibull [33] and pure long term lognormal fading model [13], [34].
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1.1.2 V2V Channel Modeling
In this dissertation the focus is on V2V channel modeling and simulation. V2V
communication is a rapidly growing field these days. Measurements are being
taken to characterize V2V channels along with their modeling and simulation.
The aim of this dissertation is to use the findings of these measurement to develop
a generalized statistical channel model and channel simulator.
In V2V communications, the transmitter and receiver directly communicate
with each other without using a base station (BS). The antennas are mounted on
the top or inside the vehicles and the speed of vehicles and their directions may be
different thereby generating a time varying channel with the presence of Doppler
spread. The buildings and other vehicles around act as scatterers hence generating
multipath channel. Depending upon the vehicular locations the line of sight (LoS)
may or may not be present. The transmitter and receiver communicating with
each other are normally at the same height but surrounded by different set of
scatterers. This scenario differs from the base to mobile communication where
the BS is usually free of scatterers.
In V2V communications the LoS is not usually present and it may be partially
obstructed which results in a diffused LoS component creating a phenomenon
called Shadowing. Figure 1.2 presents a typical V2V communications scenarios.
The direct component may or may not be present depending on the presence
or absence of obstacles between the transmitter and the receiver. The direct
component may be further divided into the case where a clear LoS between the
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receiver and the transmitter exists or a diffused LoS is present. The value of
diffused LoS is negligible when the buildings are of steel or reinforced concrete
but it may be present in the case of buildings made of wood and bricks. Typical
values of attenuations are mentioned in [36]. Moreover, indirect component may
result from either scattering or diffractions or reflections or all of these from nearby
and distant building and other obstacles.
The small-scale fading statistics in V2V communications have been of consid-
erable interest in literature. Cheng et al [35] shows that for the distance between
the Tx and Rx less than 5 m, the channel can be modeled as Nakagami-m with
large value of m (3-4) whereas for the distance exceeding 70-100 meter the m fac-
tor was found to be less than unity which indicates severe fading which is worse
than Rayleigh (m=1). This type of channel where m ≤ 1 can be modeled as
Nakagami-Hoyt (q) model. Youssef et al [25] validates the model after taking the
measurements in the rural environment and states that the channel is more accu-
rately modeled only when the variances of in-phase and quadrature components
are not equal.
Previous V2V research was restricted to Rayleigh model and did not cover
the generic cases where LoS is present.The above discussion leads the author to
present a more generalized scenario and hence this model has been considered in
this dissertation for investigation. In Chapter 2 to 4, the proposed model has been
analyzed in detail for various first and second degree statistical parameters.
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Figure 1.2: V2V Communications with Obstructed LoS
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1.1.3 V2V Applications
V2V communication finds its applications in many fields. The main motivation
behind using V2V technology is road safety and collision avoidance that can result
in saving millions of human lives every year. In this section, some V2V applications
are described.
Road Safety
Vehicles coordinate with other vehicles on the road to inform possible obstacle or
danger. Car sensors can detect abrupt changes in path or speed and send them
to the neighboring one. Vehicles can notify close vehicles of the direction they are
taking so the drivers can make better decisions; a more advanced version of turn
signals. In more advanced systems, at intersections the system can decide which
vehicle has the right to pass first and alert all the drivers. Other applications
include obstacle detection, reporting accidents, lane change alert etc.
Autonomous Vehicles
Recently, autonomous vehicles (self-driving cars), have been introduced and tested
by different companies. Autonomous vehicle system is now legalized in California,
Nevada and Florida states. These vehicles are safer than manually driven vehicles
and can lead to increase in highways capacity by a factor of two or three through
better controlled driving.
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Military Applications
V2V communications can be used in battle fields where its main applications
include surveillance, convoy communications, unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV)
and video monitoring. In a typical convoy scenario, multiple vehicles are linked
via broadband, with both the front and rear vehicles connected to the command
post via satellite uplink [37].
Traffic Management
V2V communication is also used to remove traffic congestion or to ease traffic
flow. Depending upon the traffic conditions, the traffic signal durations can be
made adaptable. The traffic intersection control can also be enhanced to prevent
accidents at road intersections.
1.1.4 Channel Simulators
Designing a reliable wireless communication system is a challenging task that
communication engineers have to face. Customer’s satisfaction must be met.
The Quality of Service (QoS) includes good voice quality, having a low tolerance
for busy signals or dropped connections, and desired error-free high-speed data
transmission. For a system to efficiently meet these requirements, it must perform
well in many different environments where the radio propagation characteristics
vary considerably. Ensuring a products performance requires not only analysis
and simulation, but also prototyping and testing. Such circumstances require a
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large number of field trials and theoretical analysis to be performed. Field tests in
a mobile environment are considerably more expensive and may require permission
of regulatory authorities. A much more practical approach is to use a real-time
channel simulator (emulator) that may be configured to simulate the various radio
propagation characteristics encountered in the real world.
Simulation is generally defined as emulation of real system. The act of simu-
lation of a system generally requires representation of certain key characteristics
or behaviors of that system. Simulation can be used to show the behavior of the
real system under different conditions that represent the real operating conditions.
While simulation is used primarily for performance evaluation and design tradeoff
studies (parameter optimization), simulation can also be used to establish test
procedures and benchmarks, end-of-life predictions, and investigations of design
anomalies after the system is deployed in the field.
Wireless channel simulators play important role in testing radio system com-
ponents and devices in mobile environments. The aim behind the development
of the channel simulator is to provide tools to test the system in the presence of
controlled laboratory environment and in real time the highly dispersive propa-
gation conditions of the multipath mobile radio channel caused by reflection and
scattering.
The commercially available channel emulators such as Spirent [52], Propsim
[53], Azimuth RF [54] etc. may not offer the user enough flexibility when config-
uring the wireless channel parameters to test the system under different environ-
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mental conditions. A low cost channel emulator is therefore required that models
different scenarios and at the same time provides the user flexibility to measure
the performance of the wireless transceiver under environmental conditions.
1.2 Literature Survey
Channel modeling is the first step towards the efficient wireless simulator design.
Over the past many years several mobile channel models have been proposed for
links between fixed base station and mobile station. These include large scale,
small scale, composite and wideband fading models. V2V channel models were
also proposed between two mobile stations. Based on these models several software
simulators and hardware simulators (emulators) were developed.
1.2.1 Large Scale Channel Models
Large scale fading models for path loss prediction include Okumara [55], Hata [56],
Maciel [57], Ikegami [58], Xia [59], Walfisch-Bertoni [60], COST-231 [61] models.
Several combinations of these models were also considered where different path
loss terms from different models were used.
1.2.2 Small Scale Channel Models
Small scale fading models like the well-known Rayleigh, Rice [26], Hoyt [27],
Nakagami-m [28] and Weibull [33] and for longer term lognormal [13], [34] fading
models were used.
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1.2.3 Composite Channel Models
Several composite fading models combining the short and long term models in-
clude Nakagami-lognormal [28], Suzuki [38] and Rice-lognormal [39]. For Satellite
communications, Mehrina and Hashemi [40] proposed a model which is a combi-
nation of Rice and Nakagami-Hoyt channel, Loo in [41] proposed a mobile satellite
model for the rural environment and Lutz [42] proposed a two state model Rice
plus Rayleigh-Lognormal. Furthermore during the past decade, the statistical
properties of the Generalized Rice [43],[44], Extended generalized Rice [80], Gen-
eralized Rice Hoyt[46], Nakagami-m fading [47], [48] were studied.
1.2.4 Wideband Channel Models
Several wideband channel models were also developed. These include Saleh and
Valenzuela model [49] which is based on Turin [13] where a cluster of paths arrive in
a unit time are modeled as a Poison process. Each cluster is composed of clusters of
sub-paths having exponential decay of the power. This model is known as Poison-
Poison model. COST 207 [50] first introduced Tap Delay Line (TDL) models
for the wideband propagation channels where number of paths were fixed and
their average powers were modeled by Power Delay Profile (PDP). The maximum
number of paths varied depending upon the system bandwidth from environment
to environment. The TDL model was used by many standardized systems. These
include GSM, WIFI, IMT2000, UMTS etc.
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1.2.5 V2V Channel Models
During the last decade, large number of research projects were done on V2V
communications [116]-[124]. V2V measurements over 5 GHz were performed by
[119],[120] and the channel model was proposed in [121]. A detailed survey of the
vehicular channel characterization under different environments (highway, rural,
urban and suburban) was presented in [123]. The path loss exponent, RMS delay
spread and mean Doppler spread under these conditions were shown.
The statistical model for V2V communication was first proposed by Akki and
Haber [114] with the statistical properties described in [115]. This model covered
Rayleigh distribution where both in-phase and quadrature components had equal
variances. Matolak et al [125] performed measurement in five different cities and
based on the results, modeled the channel as Weibull fading channel.
1.2.6 Non-Isotropic Scattering
In many real world scenarios, however, non-isotropic scattering is often experi-
enced by the propagation wave. It was shown in [51]-[67] that in dense urban and
indoor environments, non-isotropic scattering around the mobile station exists.
Therefore, the autocorrelation function of Rice process under non-isotropic con-
dition was derived [69]. The second order statistics of V2V Ricean fading channel
under non-isotropic conditions were also derived and the theoretical results were
compared with the measured data [68]. Zheng et al [70] presented V2V model for
Rayleigh fading under non-isotropic condition. Many non-uniform distributions
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were derived for different Angles of Arrival (AoA) and Angles of Departure (AoD).
These include Gaussian, Laplacian, quadratic and Von Misses distributions. Von
Misses distribution (assumed in [70]), a generic case described in [51], covers the
other distributions (Gaussian, Laplacian, cosine and uniform distributions) as its
special cases.
1.2.7 Channel Simulators
The simulators developed on the basis of above models are classified into three cat-
egories. The first category based on Jake’s model uses the Sum of Sinusoid (SoS)
approach for generating the fading channel coefficients. This approach has the
drawback of multiple Sine function calls which make it computationally expen-
sive to implement in real time. Secondly, this kind of simulators do not produce
the channel behavior in time having statistical properties that match accurately
with the theoretical values. Over the past two decades, significant research has
been done to improve the model in order to generate the channel coefficients with
statistical properties that are closer to the ones predicted by theoretical expres-
sions [126]-[136]. The second class of simulator based on Clarke’s model uses
IFFT/IDFT based approach to generate the required channel coefficients. Al-
though this approach is computationally efficient but it works on the block of
data and hence for the streaming data in real time, it can not be used. The devel-
opment of such simulators started in 1975 when [137] developed an IFFT based
simulator in FORTRAN. The third approach that is also used in this dissertation
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is the filter based approach. This is computationally efficient as well as it produces
channel coefficients with more accurate statistical properties.
Cox et al [15] presented a discrete line spectrum based approach to simulate
the channel. The work in [139] was based on sum of sinusoids (SoS) approach
for simulator design. In [140] the simulation of MIMO V2V was presented. The
simulator proposed in [141] was based on Kullback-Leibler divergence which was
compared with IFFT based simulator design. Borries et al [113] used Gaussian
quadrature rules for simulator design. Zaji et al [143] proposed an efficient SoS
based approach for V2V simulator design. All the simulator design approaches
mentioned above were restricted to only V2V Rayleigh fading channel.
1.2.8 Channel Emulators
Over the past four decades, efforts have been made to design and implement sim-
ulators in real time. Early efforts of emulator development were based on analog
components [83]-[88]. The development of channel emulator started in 1973 when
[82] developed the first Rayleigh based channel emulator. The emulator used Zener
diode to generate Gaussian random variable. The analog components including
op-amp, capacitors and resistors were used to generate the pulse shaping filter.
With the advent of digital computers, micro-controllers, fast Analog to Digital
Converters (ADCs) and Digital to Analog Converters (DACs), the analog compo-
nents were replaced by digital thereby increasing the reliability and flexibility of
emulators. Comroe et al [89] first used discrete digital logic in its emulator. Later
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with the development of high speed Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), the DSP
based channel emulators were developed these include a 16 bit fixed point DSP
based emulator for implementation and simulation of the Gaussian quadrature
components along with the log-normally distributed LoS component [90], an SoS
based hardwired emulator [91] to verify the level crossing rate and distribution
function expressions of Rayleigh, TMS320 E15 DSP chip based emulator [92], a
fast and accurate simulator by Kominakis [98] and a C6713 DSP and PCIE-6259
hardware based emulator [100]. In addition to these, several wideband emula-
tors were also developed, these include TMS32050 DSP and IMSA110 IC based
emulator [93] having a baseband bandwidth of 10 MHz and maximum Doppler
frequency of 100 Hz, TMS320C31 DSP based emulator [94], a 6 taps channel emu-
lator having maximum signal bandwidth of 20 MHz using two 32 bit DSP floating
point processors [95], a hybrid DSP FPGA architecture based 12 taps channel
emulator [96] having baseband bandwidth of 5 MHz, a satellite Channel emula-
tor [97] using TMS320C6701 DSP platform, a 5 MHz 12 taps emulator using 12
DSPs (1 for each tap) for the generation of complex coefficients [99] and a MIMO
channel emulator using TMS320C55 DSP [101]. Over the last decade, the use of
Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) in DSP applications has become quite
common. The FPGA based emulators were also developed. Implementation of
channel emulators over FPGAs were described in [102]-[113].
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1.3 Dissertation Contributions
The dissertation main contributions can be summarized as follows:
1. A novel channel model (Nakagami-Hoyt V2V) is proposed and its statistical
properties are derived assuming both isotropic and non-isotropic scattering
cases. A MATLAB based simulator is developed for this purpose to validate
the derived results.
2. A generalized channel model (Nakagami-Hoyt V2V with diffused LoS) is
proposed and its statistical properties are also derived assuming isotropic
scattering. The model is validated using a MATLAB based simulator.
3. A wideband channel emulator is designed and implemented, it simulates
the above channel models. The designed emulator in this dissertation is a
modified form of the simulator described in [98]. The proposed emulator is a
generalized real time version to model the wideband Nakagami-Hoyt channel
found in V2V communication environment. The frequency selective channel
is modeled as TDL filter. Efficient implementation of TDL filter is performed
using TMS320C6416 DSP processor. To the best of author’s knowledge, to
date no such channel emulator has been developed and implemented.
1.4 Dissertation Layout
The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes the
Nakagami-Hoyt V2V channel model. The statistical properties of the proposed
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model have been derived under the assumption of isotropic scattering (omnidi-
rectional antennas) at both receiver and transmitter. The IFFT based simulator
which has been developed to validate the chosen model is described. Chapter 3
discusses a generalized Nakagami-Hoyt V2V model under non-isotropic scatter-
ing. Again, the statistical properties for this model are derived and the simulator
is developed to validate this model. In Chapter 4, the statistical properties of
Nakagami-Hoyt V2V model with diffused LoS component are derived and a sim-
ulator is developed to validate the mathematical results. Chapter 5 describes the
design philosophy behind the channel emulator and its implementation. Finally,
Chapter 6 lists the research contributions made and it is followed by recommen-
dations for future research. The chapter ends with concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 2
NAKAGAMI HOYT V2V
CHANNEL MODEL
In this Chapter, we briefly describe and review the first and second order statis-
tics of Hoyt fading narrow-band channel under the assumptions that the receiver
and transmitter are moving with velocities V1 and V2, respectively and under the
isotropic scattering (i.e, omnidirectional antennas have been used at both end).
The first order (probability density function of envelop and phase, mean and
RMS values) and second order (spatial-time correlation function, time autocor-
relation function, power spectral density, squared time autocorrelation function,
level crossing rate and average duration of fade) statistical properties are de-
rived and a MATLAB based simulator is developed to validate these properties.
Finally, mean square error between the estimated and theoretical time autocorre-
lation function is also obtained as a function of number of frequency points of the
simulator.
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The Nakagami-Hoyt (also known as q) distribution is the distribution of the
modulus of a complex Gaussian random variable µ(t) whose components are in-
dependent with zero mean and unequal variances.
µ(t) = µ1(t) + jµ2(t) (2.1)
and ζ(t) defines the modulus of the process, i.e.,
ζ(t) = |µ(t)| (2.2)
where µ1(t) and µ2(t) are the Gaussian random processes with zero mean and
variances σ21 and σ
2
2, respectively. |.| indicates the l2 norm. The model parameters
q and a are defined as
q =
σ1
σ2
(2.3)
and
a =
V2
V1
(2.4)
Reference [114] proposed a statistical model for the V2V Rayleigh fading channel.
This model is modified for Nakagami-Hoyt frequency flat fading channel. The
baseband equivalent channel components may be written as
µ1(t) =
Np∑
n=1
rncos[(w1n + w2n)t+ φn] (2.5)
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Also,
µ2(t) =
1
q
Np∑
n=1
rnsin[(w1n + w2n)t+ φn] (2.6)
where Np is the number of propagation paths, rn and φn are respectively the
uniformly distributed amplitude and phase of nth path. win is given by
win = 2pifdicos(αin), i = 1, 2 (2.7)
where fd1 and fd2 are the maximum Doppler frequencies due to the motion of
receiver and transmitter respectively. α1n and α2n are the AoA and AoD of the n
th
path with respect to the velocity vector of receiver and transmitter, respectively.
2.1 First Order Statistics
The probability density function of a random variable is defined as the likelihood
of the random variable to take on a given value. The PDF of the envelope ζ(t) is
given by [27]
pζ(x) =
x
σ1σ2
e
−x2
4
( 1
σ21
+ 1
σ22
)
I0[
x2
4
(
1
σ21
− 1
σ22
)], x ≥ 0 (2.8)
where I0(.) denotes the zeroth-order modified Bessel function of the first kind.
The PDF of the corresponding phase process ν(t) = arctan[µ2(t)/µ1(t)] is given
by [27]
pν(θ) =
σ1σ2
2pi(σ22 cos
2 θ + σ21 sin
2 θ)
, 0 ≤ θ < 2pi (2.9)
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when variances of in-phase and quadrature components are equal i.e. σ1=σ2=σ,
(2.8) becomes
pζ(x) =
x
σ2
e−
x2
2σ2 , x ≥ 0 (2.10)
which is Rayleigh PDF and (2.9) becomes
pν(θ) =
1
2pi
, 0 ≤ θ < 2pi (2.11)
which is Uniform distribution PDF.
Since the PDFs are independent of time so they will remain the same for
V2V Nakagami-Hoyt channels. The mean mµ and RMS Rrms values can be easily
obtained as
mµ = E[µ(t)] = E[µ1(t)] + jE[µ2(t)]
= 0 (2.12)
Rrms =
√
E[µ(t)2] =
√
E[µ1(t)2] + E[µ2(t)2]
=
√
σ21 + σ
2
2
= σ2
√
1 + q2 (2.13)
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2.2 Second Order Statistics
The first-order PDFs of the envelope and phase do not provide information about
the coherence or rapidity of the signal fades, as both PDFs are blind to the
channels correlation properties. In this section, we shall derive the second or-
der statistics of the proposed model. These include the spatial time correlation
function, power spectral density, level crossing rate, the average duration of fade
and squared time autocorrelation function. These quantities are useful in the
measurement of burst error, bit and symbol interleaving schemes, mobile velocity
estimation and Markov modeling of fading channels [71], [72], [78] and [73].
2.2.1 Spatial Time Correlation Function
Spatial time correlation function is defined as a statistical correlation between
random variables at two different points that are separated in space and time. It
is useful in different fields like communication and signal processing, astronomy,
statistical mechanics, financial analysis etc.
For the derivation of spatial time correlation function of Nakagami-Hoyt V2V
channel, [114] is used as a reference. The reference [114] describes the case when
the fading is Rayleigh distributed. The results are obtained for more general case
where σ1 6= σ2.
The spatial time correlation function of the envelope is given by [74]
R(x1, x2, t1, t2) =
1
2
E[µx2(t2)µ
∗
x1
(t1)] (2.14)
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where E[.] is the statistical average, µx1(t1) and µx2(t2) are the complex envelope
received at positions x1 and x2 at times t1 and t2 = t1 + ∆t respectively. The
envelope µx1(t1) may be written as,
µx1(t1) =
Np∑
i=1
ricos[(ω1i + ω2i)t1 + φi]
+ j
1
q
Np∑
i=1
risin[(ω1i + ω2i)t1 + φi] (2.15)
Also,
µx2(t2) = µx2(t1 +∆t)
=
Np∑
i=1
ricos[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]
+ j
1
q
Np∑
i=1
risin[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi] (2.16)
where ψi =
2pi
λ
∆xcosα1i, ωli = 2pifmlcosαli for l = 1, 2, φi is the uniformly dis-
tributed phase, α1i and α2i are AoA and AoD of the ith component respectively,
K = 2pi
λ
, ∆t = t2 − t1 and ∆x = x2 − x1. Therefore, we obtain,
R(x1, x2, t1, t2) =
1
2
E
[
Σ
Np
i=1Σ
Np
j=1rirj
{cos[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]cos[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]
+
1
q2
sin[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]sin[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]
+ j
1
q
sin[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]cos[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]
− j 1
q
cos[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]sin[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]}
]
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AoA and AoD of ith component are independent of each others and depends on
the position of scatterers around the Rx and Tx only. They are also independent
of the envelope and phase distributions. Hence, it is assumed that φi, α1i, α2i and
ri are mutually independent. Further, due to isotropic scattering assumption, α1i
and α2i have uniform distributions for all i. Since φi is assumed to be uniformly
distributed with zero mean, therefore E[ej(φi−φj)] = 0 for all i 6= j. Also, for i = j,
E[ej(φi−φj)] = 1 and we get,
R(∆x,∆t) =
1
2
E
[
Σ
Np
i=1r
2
i
{(1 + 1
q2
)cos[(ω1i + ω2i)∆t+ ψi]
+ j
2
q
sin[(ω1i + ω2i)∆t+ ψi]}
]
It follows that,
σ21 =
1
2
E[Σ
Np
i=1r
2
i ]
It is easy to see that the general form of the spatial time correlation function is
written as,
R(∆x,∆t) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t+K∆x) (2.17)
where J0(.) is the zero-order Bessel function. R(∆x,∆t) is the correlation func-
tions of two signal envelopes obtained at two locations ∆x apart, and at two time
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instant ∆t apart.
It can be shown that for q = 1, the space time correlation function for V2V
Rayleigh fading channel is obtained
R(∆x,∆t) = σ21J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t+K∆x) (2.18)
which matches with the result of [114]. Further by setting V2 = 0 (i.e transmit-
ter stationary) in (2.18), we get Tx (stationary) and Rx (mobile) B2V Rayleigh
channel,
R(∆x,∆t) = σ21J0(KV1∆t+K∆x) (2.19)
The time correlation is obtained by setting ∆x = 0 in (2.18)
Rµ(∆t) = R(0,∆t) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t) (2.20)
The spatial correlation function is obtained by setting ∆t =0 in (2.18).
Rµ(∆x) = R(∆x, 0) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21J0(K∆x) (2.21)
Similarly for Rayleigh fading, the time and spatial correlation functions are ob-
tained as
Rµ(∆t) = σ
2
1J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t) (2.22)
Rµ(∆x) = σ
2
1J0(K∆x) (2.23)
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2.2.2 Power Spectral Density
The power spectral density S(f) of a signal is a quantity describes how the power
of the signal is distributed in a range of frequency. It is useful in identifying the
periodicity in a signal. For example, in speech processing it is used to find the
pitch (fundamental frequency) and higher order harmonics. It is also useful in
designing digital filters to suppress unwanted frequency components.
For a Wide Sense Stationary (WSS), process power spectral density is obtained
by taking the Fourier Transform of the time autocorrelation function Rµ(∆t).
S(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Rµ(∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (2.24)
S(f) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21
∫ ∞
−∞
J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (2.25)
The integral is evaluated using table in [76] and its reduced form is,
S(f) =
1 + q2
2q2pi2fm1
√
a
σ21
× K
(1 + a)
2
√
a
√
1−
(
f
(1 + a)fm1
)2 , a 6= 0, |f | < (1 + a)fm1(2.26)
where K(.) is the elliptical integral function of first kind, fm1, fm2 are the maxi-
mum Doppler shifts due to the motion of the receiver and transmitter respectively
with fmi =
Vi
λ
. Therefore, fm2 = afm1
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Now, for the case a = 0, we have V2 = 0. Hence, the PSD is obtained as
S(f) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21
∫ ∞
−∞
J0(KV1∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (2.27)
which is evaluated in [76] as
S(f) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21
pi
√
f 2m1 − f 2
, |f | < fm1 (2.28)
which is the expression for PSD of B2V Hoyt channel. Again the Rayleigh B2V
PSD expression is obtained by setting q = 1 in eq (2.28),
S(f) =
σ21
pi
√
f 2m1 − f 2
, |f | < fm1 (2.29)
2.2.3 Level Crossing Rate and Average Duration of Fade
The level crossing rate Nζ(r) of stochastic process describes how often the process
crosses a given level r for positive and negative slopes within unit time. It describes
the rapidity of fading. Its main application include optimizing receiver parameters
like modulation format, frame length, automatic gain control, estimating receiver
velocity etc.
The level crossing rate of the process ζ(t) is obtained by solving the following
integral [81]
Nζ(r) =
∫ ∞
0
z˙pζζ˙(r, z˙)dz˙ (2.30)
where pζζ˙ is the joint PDF of ζ(t) and its time derivative ζ˙(t). From [25], LCR
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for B2V Hoyt envelope is given by
Nζ(r) =
r
(2pi)3/2σ1σ2
×
∫ 2pi
0
e
»
− r2
2σ21σ
2
2
(σ22cos2(θ)+σ21sin2(θ))
–
×
√
β1cos2(θ) + β2sin2(θ)dθ (2.31)
where βi = −R¨ii(0) for i = 1, 2 and R11 & R22 are the autocorrelation functions
of real and imaginary parts of the process, respectively.
For V2V Hoyt channel, using the values of β1 = (
√
2piσ1fm1)
2(1 + a2), β2 =
β1/q
2 and r0 = r/Rrms, the expression becomes,
Nζ(r0) =
√
(1 + a2)(q2 + 1)fm1r0
2q
√
pi
×
∫ 2pi
0
e
»
− r
2
0(q
2+1)
2q2
(cos2(θ)+q2sin2(θ))
–
×
√
q2cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)dθ (2.32)
It is easy to see that by substituting a = 0 and q = 1 the above equation will be
reduced to the expression for B2V Rayleigh LCR as given in [75].
The average duration of fade of a signal is defined as average duration of time
for which the signal envelope r spends below a specified threshold R0. It is useful
in the estimation of burst error rate. It is given by [81]
τ¯ =
P (r < R0)
Nζ(r)
(2.33)
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where P (r < R0) is the Cumulative Density Function obtained by
P (r < R0) =
∫ R0
0
pζ(x)dx (2.34)
This is obtained by integrating (2.8). Hence substituting (2.32) and (2.34) in
(2.33), ADF can be directly obtained.
2.2.4 Squared Time Autocorrelation Function
Squared time autocorrelation function is defined as time autocorrelation of the
square of the envelope of a signal. It is used in computation of carrier to noise
ratio (CNR),
Rµ2(∆t) = E[|µ(t)|2|µ(t+∆t)|2] (2.35)
Rµ2(∆t) = E[|µ(t)|2|µ(t+∆t)|2]
= E[[µ21(t) + µ
2
2(t)][µ
2
1(t+∆t) + µ
2
2(t+∆t)]]
= E[µ21(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t) + µ
2
2(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t)
+ µ21(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t) + µ
2
2(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t)] (2.36)
All the Gaussian processes in the above equation are assumed zero mean i.e.,
E[µi(t)] = E[µi(t+∆t)] = 0. Since µ1(t) and µ2(t) are independent. Therefore
E[µ21(t)µ
2
2(t)] = E[µ
2
1(t)]E[µ
2
2(t)] = σ
2
1σ
2
2 (2.37)
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Also, we have
E[µ2i (t)µ
2
i (t+∆t)] = E[µ
2
i (t)]E[µ
2
i (t+∆t)] (2.38)
+ 2{E[µi(t)µi(t+∆t)]}2
= σ4i [1 + 2J
2
0 (wm1∆t)J
2
0 (wm2∆t)]
Substituting (2.37) and (2.38)in (2.36) results in
Rµ2(∆t) = 2σ
2
1σ
2
2 + (σ
4
1 + σ
4
2)(1 + 2J
2
0 (wm1∆t)J
2
0 (wm2∆t))
where, wmi = 2pifmi is the angular frequency in radians per second.
The squared power spectral density is defined as the Fourier transform of the
squared time autocorrelation function, i.e.,
Sµ2(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Rµ2(∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (2.39)
The integral in (2.39) is solved numerically
2.3 Simulation and Results
The simulator described in this thesis uses Smith spectrum method mentioned
in [77]. This method requires frequency domain generation and processing of
random signal followed by IFFT to obtain a time domain sequence with the desired
properties. This method is IFFT based and was slightly modified to generate Hoyt
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fading signal envelope simulator. The block diagram of the proposed simulator is
shown in Figure 2.1. The simulator is implemented in MATLAB by following the
steps given below.
1. Input the number of frequency samples (Nf ) and time samples (M).
2. Specify maximum Doppler frequency due to the mobility of the receiver fm1
in Hz.
3. Specify the value of parameter a which defines the maximum Doppler fre-
quency due to the mobility of the transmitter fm2 = afm1.
4. Specify the value of q
5. Generate two Nf/2 samples Gaussian quadrature components with zero
mean and unity variance. Generate the remaining Nf/2 components by
conjugating them. This forms the negative frequency components.
6. Generate Nf points spectrum
√
S(f) using (2.26).
7. The frequency spacing between the adjacent spectral lines are given by ∆f =
2fm1(1 + a)/Nf . The time resolution is given by 1/∆f(M − 1)
8. Multiply the in-phase and quadrature components by
√
S(f) and perform
the IFFT of the resultant individual. Normalize both the resulting in-phase
and quadrature to make their variance unity.
9. Quadrature component will yield µ2 while in-phase component after multi-
plying with q will yield µ1.
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Figure 2.1: Block Diagram of IFFT Based Simulator
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10. The square root of the sum of squared envelopes of both will generate ran-
dom variable having Nakagami-Hoyt distribution for the given value of q.
11. The phase distribution is obtained by using the phase random variable
tan−1 (µ1/µ2)
The simulation was run with the following parameters, carrier frequency f =
900MHz, velocity of receiver V1 = 72km/hr which means fm1 = 60Hz, three
different values of q = 1, 0.5, 0.3, three different values of a = 1, 0.5, 0 and Nf =
8192 samples.
The simulator sample output for q = 0.5 and a = 0.5 is shown in Figure 2.2.
It shows the envelope time variation in dB.
The amplitude and phase PDFs plots are shown in Figure 2.3 and 2.4 respec-
tively. The corresponding theoretical outputs of (2.8) and (2.9) respectively were
also plotted for comparison. For q = 1, the plots obtained matches with Rayleigh
envelope and phase PDFs [75].
The PSD plots for a = 1, 0.5, 0 and q = 0.5 are shown in Figure 2.5. It is
evident from the plot that S(f) has peaks at f = ±(fm1−fm2) due to the charac-
teristics of elliptical integral function K(.). The plots are symmetric which is the
case of isotropic scattering when the correlation between the real and imaginary
part is zero. For a = 0, the curve is U shaped which is the PSD plot of B2V
communication.
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The normalized ACF plots are shown in Figure 2.6. The plots for a = 1, 0.5, 0
are compared with the theoretical results obtained using expression of (2.20) for
q = 0.5. Since the real and imaginary components are Gaussian, it can be found
from the plots that the normalized ACF are still Bessel but with different shape
than the one shown in [115].
The LCR and ADF for q = 1, 0.5, 0.3 are plotted in Figure 2.7 and 2.8 respec-
tively for a = 0.5. The curves are matched with their theoretical expressions given
by (2.32) and (2.33). It can be inferred from these curves that for a particular
value of threshold r0, a decrease in value of q (i.e., increase in fading severity)
results in higher LCR and lower ADF. It is also shown in Figure 2.7 that starting
from higher values of threshold r0, LCR first start increasing till it reaches its
maximum value at around -5 dB and then starts decreasing onward. The thresh-
old at which LCR is maximum can be obtained by taking the derivative of (2.32)
and equating it to 0.
The normalized squared autocorrelation function plots are shown in Figure
2.9. The plots for a = 1, 0.5, 0 are compared with the theoretical results obtained
using expression of (2.39) with q = 0.5.
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The MSE between Rµ(∆t) and Rˆµ(∆t) the theoretical and estimated time
autocorrelation functions respectively, is defined as
MSE = E[(Rµ(∆t)− Rˆµ(∆t))2] (2.40)
Rµ(∆t) is obtained from (2.20) and Rˆµ(∆t) is obtained in MATLAB by estimating
the autocorrelation of the channel coefficients obtained by simulator. MSE is
plotted in Figure 2.10 as a function of number of frequency sample points Nf .
The figure is obtained for q = 0.5, a = 0.5 and different values of Nf in the range
128− 8192 (Nf = 2k for integer values of k). It is evident from the plot that the
MSE decreases when the number of sample points are increased.
2.4 Summary
The second order statistical properties for V2V Nakagami-Hoyt channels under
isotropic scattering have been studied.The expressions for space time correlation
function, power spectral density, level crossing rates, average duration of fade and
squared time autocorrelation function are obtained. The Nakagami-Hoyt V2V
simulator is developed to verify the obtained theoretical expressions. A close
match between the theoretical and simulated data validates the model.
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CHAPTER 3
V2V HOYT CHANNEL MODEL
UNDER NON-ISOTROPIC
SCATTERING
In this Chapter, the second order statistics of Hoyt fading channel are derived.
These include spatial-time correlation function, time autocorrelation function,
power spectral density, squared time autocorrelation function, level crossing rate
and average duration of fade. A MATLAB based simulator similar to the one
described in the previous Chapter, is developed to validate these properties. It is
assumed that the channel is narrow-band, the receiver and transmitter are moving
with velocities V1 and V2 respectively and the scattering is non-isotropic (i.e, AoA
and AoD assumes nonuniform distribution). Finally, MSE between the estimated
and theoretical time autocorrelation function is also obtained as a function of
number of frequency points of the simulator.
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A Hoyt process, ζ(t), is defined in Chapter 2 by the modulus of the complex
Gaussian random process µ(t),
ζ(t) = |µ(t)| =
√
|µ1(t)|2 + |µ2(t)|2 (3.1)
The baseband equivalent channel components are given by (2.5) and (2.6)
Assume that α1n and α2n are non-uniformly distributed having Von Mises PDF
described in [51].
pα(α) =
exp[κcos(α− ν)]
2piI0(κ)
, κ > 0 (3.2)
where ν is the mean direction of the AoD or AoA and κ is the concentration
parameter that controls the width of the scatterers.
3.1 Second Order Statistics
In this section, the space time correlation function, power spectral density, level
crossing rate and the average duration of fade of the Nakagami-Hoyt V2V fading
process under non-isotropic condition are derived.
3.1.1 Spatial Time Correlation Function
A more general case, where σ1 6= σ2 is considered in derivation of spatial time
correlation function of Nakagami-Hoyt V2V channel.
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The spatial time correlation function of the envelope is given by [74]
R(x1, x2, t1, t2) =
1
2
E[µx2(t2)µ
∗
x1
(t1)] (3.3)
where µx1(t1) and µx2(t2) are the complex envelope received at position x1 and x2
at time t1 and t2 respectively as given by (2.15) and (2.16) respectively,
Therefore, after algebraic manipulations,
R(x1, x2, t1, t2) =
1
2
E
[
Σ
Np
i=1Σ
Np
j=1rirj
{cos[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]
cos[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]
+
1
q2
sin[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]
sin[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]
+ j
1
q
sin[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]
cos[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]
− j 1
q
cos[(ω1i + ω2i)(t1 +∆t) + φi + ψi]
sin[(ω1j + ω2j)t1 + φj]}
]
Assuming φi, α1i, α2i and ri are mutually independent. Also, assume that α1i
and α2i have same distributions for all i. Since φi is assumed to be uniformly
distributed, therefore E[ej(φi−φj)] = 0 for all i 6= j. Also, using i = j, E[ej(φi−φj)] =
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1 we get,
R(∆x,∆t) =
1
2
E
[
Σ
Np
i=1r
2
i
{(1 + 1
q2
)cos[(ω1i + ω2i)∆t+ ψi]
+ j
2
q
sin[(ω1i + ω2i)∆t+ ψi]}
]
Using formula given in [70] for Von Mises distribution of αi,
E[ejw1∆t+
2pi
λ
∆xcosα1 ] =
1
2piI0(κ1)
∫ pi
−pi
eκ1cos(α1−ν1)ej(w1∆t+
2pi
λ
∆xcosα1)dα1
=
I0(
√
κ21 + (ω1∆t+
2pi
λ
∆x)2 + jκ1(ω1∆t+
2pi
λ
∆x)cosν1)
I0(κ1)
E[ejw2∆t] =
1
2piI0(κ2)
∫ pi
−pi
eκ2cos(α2−ν2)+j(w2∆t)dα2
=
I0(
√
κ22 + ω
2
2∆t
2 + j2κ2ω2∆tcosν2)
I0(κ2)
Hence after substituting ωi = KVi and further simplification,
R(∆x,∆t) =
1∑
n=0
(1 + qcos(npi))2
4q2
σ21
2∏
i=1
I0(
√
κ2i −K2M2i + j2κiKMicosνicos(npi))
I0(κi)
(3.4)
where,
Mi(∆x,∆t) = Vi∆t+ (2− i)∆x
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The time correlation function is obtained by setting ∆x = 0 in (3.4)
Rµ(∆t) = R(0,∆t) =
1∑
n=0
(1 + qcos(npi))2
4q2
σ21
2∏
i=1
I0(
√
κ2i −K2(Vi∆t)2 + j2κiKVi∆tcosνicos(npi))
I0(κi)
(3.5)
For a more specific case (isotropic scattering), substituting κi = 0 and νi = 0
in (3.4) and simplifying we obtain (2.18). It can be shown that for q = 1, the
space time correlation function for V2V Rayleigh fading channel is obtained which
matches with the result of [114].
3.1.2 Power Spectral Density
The power spectral density S(f) of the WSS process is obtained by taking the
Fourier transform of the time autocorrelation function Rµ(∆t).
S(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
Rµ(∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (3.6)
For non-isotropic scattering (κi 6= 0, νi 6= 0), the integral is evaluated numeri-
cally using the Fourier transform of the time autocorrelation function (3.5).
For isotropic scattering, the power spectral density is obtained as (2.26)
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3.1.3 Level Crossing Rate and Average Duration of Fade
The level crossing rate of the process ζ(t) is obtained by solving the following
integral
Nζ(r) =
∫ ∞
0
z˙pζζ˙(r, z˙)dz˙ (3.7)
where pζζ˙ is the joint PDF of ζ(t) and its time derivative ζ˙(r). From [25], LCR
for stationary to mobile Hoyt channel is given by
Nζ(r) =
r
(2pi)3/2σ1σ2
×
∫ 2pi
0
e
»
− r2
2σ21σ
2
2
(σ22cos2(θ)+σ21sin2(θ))
–
×
√
β1cos2(θ) + β2sin2(θ)dθ (3.8)
The expression will remain the same for V2V Nakagami-Hoyt channel except the
values of β1 and β2. These can be found using the relationship βi = −R¨ii(0).
Rii(∆t) = E[µi(t+∆t)µi(t)] i = 1, 2
R11(∆t) = σ
2
1
1∑
n=0
2∏
i=1
I0(
√
κ2i − (KVi∆t)2 + j2κiKVi∆tcosνicos(npi))
I0(κi)
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Differentiating twice and substituting ∆t = 0 yields,
β1 = −R¨11(0)
= σ21K
2V 21
[
2a2cosν1cosν2
I1(κ1)I1(κ2)
I0(κ1)I0(κ2)
− I1(κ1)cos2ν1
κ1I0(κ1)
− a2 I1(κ2)cos2ν2
κ2I0(κ2)
+ cos2ν1 + a
2cos2ν2
]
Provided κ1, κ2 6= 0. Similarly, we get β2 = β1/q2.
For the case of Isotropic scattering (κ1 = κ2 = ν1 = ν2 = 0), differentiating
(2.20) with respect to ∆t twice and substituting ∆t = 0, we get
β1 = −R¨11(0) = (
√
2piσ1fm1)
2(1 + a2)
Also, substituting β2 = β1/q
2 and r0 = r/Rrms the LCR is obtained as
Nζ(r0) =
r0
√
β1(q2 + 1)
(2pi)3/2qσ1
×
∫ 2pi
0
e
»
− r
2
0(q
2+1)
2q2
(cos2(θ)+q2sin2(θ))
–
×
√
q2cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)dθ (3.9)
For isotropic scattering, substituting the values of β1 = (
√
2piσ1fm1)
2(1 + a2), the
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expression becomes,
Nζ(r0) =
√
(1 + a2)(q2 + 1)fm1r0
2q
√
pi
×
∫ 2pi
0
e
»
− r
2
0(q
2+1)
2q2
(cos2(θ)+q2sin2(θ))
–
×
√
q2cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)dθ (3.10)
It is easy to show that by substituting a = 0 and q = 1 the above equation reduces
to the expression for Base to Mobile Rayleigh LCR given in [75].
The average duration of fade of a signal is defined as average duration of time
for which the signal r spends below a specified threshold R0. It is given by (2.33)
and obtained by substituting (3.10) and (2.34) in (2.33).
3.1.4 Squared Time Autocorrelation Function
The squared time autocorrelation function is obtained using,
Rµ2(∆t) = E[|µ(t)|2|µ(t+∆t)|2] (3.11)
Rµ2(∆t) = E[[µ
2
1(t) + µ
2
2(t)][µ
2
1(t+∆t) + µ
2
2(t+∆t)]] (3.12)
Rµ2(∆t) = E[µ
2
1(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t)] + E[µ
2
2(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t)]
+ E[µ21(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t)] + E[µ
2
2(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t)] (3.13)
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For zero mean Gaussian random variable we have from [79],
E[µ21(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t)] = E[µ
2
1(t)]E[µ
2
1(t+∆t)] + 2E
2[µ1(t)µ1(t+∆t)]
= σ41 + 2R
2
11(∆t)
Similarly,
E[µ22(t)µ
2
2(t−∆t)] = σ42 + 2R222(∆t)
E[µ21(t)µ
2
2(t−∆t)] = σ21σ22 + 2R212(∆t)
Hence substituting in (3.13) yields,
Rµ2(∆t) = σ
4
1
(1 + q2)2
q4
+ 2[R211(∆t) +R
2
22(∆t) + 2R
2
12(∆t)]
where,
R12(∆t) =
1
q
σ21
[
1∑
n=0
cos(npi)
×
2∏
i=1
I0(
√
κ2i − (KVi∆t)2 + j2κiKVi∆tcosνicos(npi))
I0(κi)
]
Rµ2(∆t) = σ
4
1
(1 + q2)2
q4
+ 2[R211(∆t) +R
2
22(∆t) + 2R
2
12(∆t)] (3.14)
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where R11 and R22 are the autocorrelation of the in-phase and quadrature com-
ponents respectively and R12 is cross-correlation between them.
3.2 Simulation and Results
A MATLAB based simulator similar to the one described in Chapter 2 is devel-
oped. The power spectral density and time autocorrelation functions are replaced
with the newly derived one. The block diagram of the proposed simulator is the
same as shown in Figure. 2.1. The simulation is run with the following param-
eters, carrier frequency (f =900MHz), velocity of receiver V1 = 72km/hr which
means fm1 = 60Hz, three different values of q = 1, 0.5, 0.3, three different values
of a = 1, 0.5, 0 and Nf = 8192.
The simulator sample output for q = 0.5, a = 0.5 is shown in Figure 3.2. It
shows the normalized envelope time variation in dB.
The amplitude and phase PDFs plots are shown in Figure 3.3 and 3.4, respec-
tively. The corresponding theoretical output of (2.8) and (2.9), respectively, were
also plotted for comparison. The plots are the same as those obtained in the case
of isotropic scattering as envelope and phase PDF expressions are independent of
AoA and AoD distributions.
The power spectral density plots for κ = (0, 1, 2, 3) are shown in Figure 3.5. No
closed form for the power spectral density exists. The plots are obtained by taking
Fourier transform of normalized time autocorrelation function in MATLAB. The
plots for other values of q are the scaled version and are not shown here. It
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has been shown that plot is symmetric for κ = 0 indicating isotropic scattering
whereas κ 6= 0 results in asymmetric PSD (non-isotropic scattering).
The autocorrelation plots for q = 0.5 with 4 different values of κ = (0, 1, 2, 3)
are shown in Figure 3.6. The normalized autocorrelation functions plots have been
shown in Figure 3.7. The plots for a = 1, 0.5, 0 are compared with the theoretical
expression of (2.20) for q = 0.5. Since the real and imaginary components are
Gaussian, it can be found from the plots that the normalized autocorrelation
functions are still Bessel but with different shape than the one shown in [115].
Also the plots are function of κ and ν. The difference between the theoretical and
simulated output can be reduced by increasing the number of frequency points
Nf of the simulator.
The normalized squared autocorrelation plots of real part for q = 0.5, κ = 3,
a = 0.5 is shown in Figure 3.8. The plot is compared with the theoretical derived
expression. There is some difference between the theoretical and simulated output
which can be reduced by increasing the number of frequency points Nf of the
simulator. This will result in increasing the computational complexity of the
simulator.
The level crossing rates and average duration of fades for q = (1, 0.5, 0.3) are
plotted in Figure 3.9-3.14 for three different values of a = (1, 0.5, 0). The curves
are matched with their theoretical expressions given by (3.10) and (2.33). q = 1
shows the Rayleigh envelop whereas a = 0 indicates base to mobile communication
plots for LCR and ADF [10].
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The MSE of the time autocorrelation function is given by (2.40). Figure 3.15
shows the mean square error of time autocorrelation function as a function of
number of frequency sample points Nf . The figure is obtained for q = 0.5, a = 0.5,
κ = 3 and varying Nf in power of 2 in the range 2048−32768 (Nf = 2k for integer
values of k). It is evident from the curve that the MSE reduces when the number
of frequency points are increased. Hence more accurate simulator is obtained at
the cost of increasing the complexity of simulator.
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Figure 3.2: Output of the Hoyt Simulator
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Figure 3.3: Hoyt Amplitude PDF Plot
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Figure 3.4: Hoyt Phase PDF Plot
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Figure 3.5: PSD Plot for q=.5
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Figure 3.9: Level Crossing Rates for q=1
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Figure 3.10: Level Crossing Rates for q=0.5
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Figure 3.11: Level Crossing Rates for q=0.3
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Figure 3.12: Average Duration of Fade for q=1
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Figure 3.13: Average Duration of Fade for q=0.5
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Figure 3.14: Average Duration of Fade for q=0.3
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3.3 Summary
The second order statistical properties for V2V Nakagami-Hoyt channels under
the non-isotropic scattering conditions at both the transmitter and receiver, are
developed. These include expressions for space time correlation function, power
spectral density, squared time autocorrelation, level crossing rates and average du-
ration of fade. The Nakagami-Hoyt V2V simulator is also developed to verify the
above mentioned theoretical expressions. It is found that the theoretical results
match closely with the simulated data verifying the validity of the model. MSE
between the theoretical and estimated time autocorrelation function is also com-
puted and it is observed that MSE reduces with increase in number of frequency
points.
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CHAPTER 4
V2V HOYT CHANNEL MODEL
WITH DIFFUSED LINE OF
SIGHT
4.1 Introduction
In V2V communications the line of sight (LoS) may not always be present and
it may be obstructed which results in a diffused LoS component perhaps due to
shadowing. Previous V2V research is restricted only to Rayleigh models and does
not cover the generic cases when LoS is present.
Hence, a generalized V2V model is required that covers the V2V Rayleigh and
Ricean models as special cases. In this Chapter a novel V2V generalized channel
model is proposed which combines Nakagami Hoyt and lognormally distributed
diffused LoS. The first and second order statistics of the proposed model are
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derived in this Chapter. These include amplitude and phase probability density
function, spatial time correlation function, power spectral density, level crossing
rate, average fade durations, squared time autocorrelation function, and mean
square error of time autocorrelation function have been derived. An IFFT based
simulator is also developed for the proposed channel model.
4.2 The Proposed Channel Model
The proposed channel model H(t) is a generalized model that can be used in rural
environment. It considers, the sum of diffused LoS component ρ(t) and Nakagami-
Hoyt µ(t) component under the assumptions that both transmitter and receiver
are in motion. The proposed model covers as special cases
• The base to vehicle (transmitter stationary while vehicle moving) model;
• Nakagami-Hoyt model when no LoS component is present;
• Rice model when LoS component is present and variances of the quadrature
components are equal;
• Rayleigh model when no LoS component is present and variances of the
quadrature components are equal.
H(t) = ρ(t) + µ(t) (4.1)
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where ρ(t) is lognormally distributed LoS component and µ(t) is Hoyt distributed
indirect NLoS component. They are given by,
ρ(t) = Aez(t)
µ(t) = µ1(t) + jµ2(t)
where µ1(t), µ2(t) and z(t) are the independent Gaussian random processes with
zero mean and variances σ21, σ
2
2 and σ
2
3, respectively, and A is the direct LoS
component.
4.3 First Order Statistics
The probability density function of the Rice Hoyt envelope X =
√
(A+ µ1)2 + µ22
and phase Θ = arctan µ2(t)
A+µ1(t)
are given by [43]
pX(x|A) = x
2piσ1σ2
exp
[
− A
2
2σ21
− x
2
4
(
1
σ21
+
1
σ22
)]
×
∫ 2pi
0
exp
[
− x
2
4
(
1
σ21
− 1
σ22
)
cos 2θ
]
× exp
[
Ax
σ21
cos θ
]
dθ (4.2)
In this Chapter, we briefly describe and review the first and second order
statistics of proposed fading channel under the assumptions that the channel is
narrow band, the receiver and transmitter are moving with velocities V1 and V2
respectively and the isotropic scattering (i.e, omnidirectional antennas have been
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used at both end which results in uniform distribution of angle of arrival (AoA)
and angle of departure (AoD)).
pΘ(θ|A) = 1
4piσ1σ2σ3hc(θ)
× exp
[
A2
(
G2(θ)− 1
σ21
)]
(4.3)
× exp(−A2G2(θ)) + b√piG(θ)[1 + φ(AG(θ))]]
Also, ρ(t) is lognormally distributed with PDF
pρ(b) =
1
σ3b
√
2pi
exp
[
− 1
2σ23
(
log
(
b
A
))2]
(4.4)
Hence, using (4.2) and (4.4) and applying total probability theorem, the envelope
PDF of the proposed model is given by,
pH(h) =
∫ ∞
0
pH,ρ(h, b)db =
∫ ∞
0
pX(h|b)pρ(b)db
pH(h) =
h
(2pi)3/2σ1σ2σ3
exp
[
− h
2
4
(
1
σ21
+
1
σ22
)]
×
∫ ∞
b=0
∫ 2pi
θ=0
1
b
exp
[
− b
2
2σ21
+
bh
σ21
cos(θ)
]
× exp
[
− h
2
4
(
1
σ21
− 1
σ22
)
cos(2θ)
]
× exp
[
− 1
2σ23
(
log
b
A
)2]
dθdb, A > 0 (4.5)
Similarly, the PDF of the corresponding phase process ν(t) = arctan µ2(t)
ρ(t)+µ1(t)
is
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given by
pν(θ) =
∫ ∞
b=0
pΘ,ρ(θ, b)db =
∫ ∞
b=0
pΘ(θ|b)pρ(b)db
pν(θ) =
1
2(2pi)3/2σ1σ2σ3hc(θ)
(4.6)
×
∫ ∞
b=0
1
b
exp
[
b2
(
G2(θ)− 1
σ21
)
− 1
2σ23
(
log
b
A
)2]
×
[
exp(−b2G2(θ)) + b√piG(θ)[1 + φ(bG(θ))]
]
db, A > 0
where φ(x) is an error function defined as
φ(x) =
∫ x
t=0
2√
pi
e−t
2
dt
and hc(θ) and G(θ) are defined as
hc(θ) =
√
cos2(θ)
2σ21
+
sin2(θ)
2σ22
G(θ) =
cos(θ)
2σ21hc(θ)
For A = 0, the model will be reduced to the Hoyt model under isotropic
scattering as described in Chapter 2. The envelope and phase PDFs of this model
are given by (2.8) and (2.9), respectively. Further, when variances are equal i.e.
σ1=σ2, the envelope and phase will have Rayleigh (2.10) and Uniform (2.11) PDFs,
respectively.
For the zero mean WSS random processes µ1(t), µ2(t) and z(t), the mean mH
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and RMS Rrms values can be easily obtained as
mH = E[H(t)] = E[Ae
z(t)] + E[µ1(t)] + jE[µ2(t)]
= Aeσ
2
3/2
Rrms =
√
E[H(t)2] =
√
E[(Aez(t) + µ1(t))2] + E[µ2(t)2]
=
√
A2e2σ
2
3 + E[µ21(t)] + E[µ
2
2(t)]
=
√
A2e2σ
2
3 + (q2 + 1)σ22
4.4 Second Order Statistics
In this section, we shall derive the spatial time correlation function, power spec-
tral density, level crossing rate, the average duration of fade and squared time
autocorrelation function of the Nakagami-Hoyt V2V fading process.
4.4.1 Spatial Time Correlation Function
For the derivation of spatial time correlation function of the proposed model, we
follow the technique used in [114]. The reference describes the case for Rayleigh
distribution. The results have been obtained for more general case where σ1 6= σ2
and lognormally distributed LoS is present. The spatial time correlation function
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of the envelope is given by [74]
RH(x1, x2, t1, t2) =
1
2
E[Hx2(t2)H
∗
x1
(t1)] (4.7)
where Hx1(t1) and Hx2(t2) are the complex envelope received at position x1 and
x2 at time t1 and t2 respectively as given in [114].
The time autocorrelation function of a WSS complex random process is defined
as
RH(∆t) =
1
2
E[H(t)H∗(t+∆t)]
where H∗(t) is the complex conjugate of H(t)
RH(∆t) =
1
2
E[{ρ(t) + µ1(t) + jµ2(t)}
× {ρ(t+∆t) + µ1(t+∆t)− jµ2(t+∆t)}]
=
1
2
[
E[ρ(t)ρ(t+∆t)]
+ E[µ1(t)µ1(t+∆t)] + E[µ2(t)µ2(t+∆t)]
]
(4.8)
µ1(t), µ2(t) and z(t) are assumed independent and by definition
E[ρ(t)ρ(t+∆t)] = E[A2ez(t)+z(t+∆t)]
z(t) and z(t + ∆t) are random variable with zero mean and variance σ23. Hence
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their sum is another random variable with zero mean and variance σ2z
σ2z = E[{z(t) + z(t+∆t)}2]
= E[z2(t)] + E[z2(t+∆t)] + 2E[z(t)z(t+∆t)]
= 2σ23 + 2Rz(∆t)
where Rz(∆t) is given by
Rz(∆t) = σ
2
3J0(2pifm3∆t)
Therefore,
E[ρ(t)ρ(t+∆t)] = A2eσ
2
z/2
= A2eσ
2
3 [1+J0(2pifm3∆t)] (4.9)
Also, from [115], the autocorrelation function for the V2V channel is given by
E[µi(t)µi(t+∆t)] = σ
2
i J0(2pifm1∆t)J0(2pifm2∆t) (4.10)
Substituting (4.10) and (4.9) in (4.8)
RH(∆t) =
A2
2
eσ
2
3 [1+J0(2pifm3∆t)]
+
q2 + 1
2q2
σ21J0(2pifm1∆t)J0(2pifm2∆t) (4.11)
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Using this result and the results in [114], the spatial time correlation function for
the proposed model is given by
RH(∆x,∆t) =
A2
2
exp[σ23(1 + J0(2pifm3∆t))]
+
1 + q2
2q2
σ21J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t+K∆x) (4.12)
where, fm3 is the LoS component maximum Doppler. Generally, due to the slow
variation of LoS component fm3 << fm1, fm2. RH(∆x,∆t) is the correlation
functions of two signal envelopes obtained at two locations ∆x apart, and at two
time instant ∆t apart.
It can be shown that for q = 1 and A = 0, the spatial time correlation function
for V2V Rayleigh fading channel reduces to (2.18) which also matches with the
result of [114].
The spatial correlation function is obtained by setting ∆t =0 in (4.12).
RH(∆x) = RH(∆x, 0) = A
2eσ
2
3 +
1 + q2
2q2
σ21J0(K∆x) (4.13)
For Rayleigh fading (A=0 and q=1) case, (4.11) reduces to (2.22) whereas (4.13)
reduces to (2.23).
4.4.2 Power Spectral Density
The power spectral density S(f) of the the proposed channel model (which is
wide sense stationary process) is obtained by taking the Fourier Transform of
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time autocorrelation function.
SH(f) =
∫ ∞
−∞
RH(∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t
= Sρ(f) + Sµ(f) (4.14)
where,
Sρ(f) = A
2eσ
2
3
∫ ∞
−∞
eσ
2
3J0(2pifm3∆t)e−j2pif∆td∆t (4.15)
This equation has closed form approximation only for the small values of σ3 (σ3 <
0.3). Under such condition, using Taylor’s series approximation and ignoring the
faster converging terms
Sρ(f) = A
2eσ
2
3
∫ ∞
−∞
[1 + σ23J0(2pifm3∆t)]e
−j2pif∆td∆t (4.16)
which has a closed form solution in [76]
Sρ(f) = A
2eσ
2
3
[
δ(f) + σ23fm3
rect(pif/fm3)√
f 2m3 − 4pi2f 2
]
|f | < fm3
2pi
(4.17)
where,
rect(t/T ) =

1, t ≤ |T |
0, otherwise
(4.18)
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Also the second term Sµ(f) is given by
Sµ(f) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21
∫ ∞
−∞
J0(KV2∆t)J0(KV1∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (4.19)
The solution to this form of integral can be found in [76]. From [114], the reduced
form is
Sµ(f) =
1 + q2
2q2pi2fm1
√
a
σ21
× K
(1 + a)
2
√
a
√
1−
(
f
(1 + a)fm1
)2 , |f | < (1 + a)fm1 (4.20)
where K(.) is the elliptical integral function of first kind
Now, for the case a = 0, we have V2 = 0. Assuming A = 0 (NLoS) (4.17) reduces
to 0, the PSD Sµ(f)is obtained as
Sµ(f) =
1 + q2
2q2
σ21
∫ ∞
−∞
J0(KV1∆t)e
−j2pif∆td∆t (4.21)
which is evaluated in [76] and is obtained in Chapter 2 as (2.28).
4.4.3 Level Crossing Rate and Average Duration of Fade
The level crossing rate of the process H(t) is obtained by solving the following
integral
NH(r) =
∫ ∞
z˙=0
z˙pHH˙(r, z˙)dz˙ (4.22)
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where pHH˙ is the joint PDF of H(t) and its time derivative H˙(t). This obtained
from the Joint PDF pHH˙ΘΘ˙(r, r˙, θ, θ˙).
pHH˙(r, r˙) =
∫ 2pi
θ=0
∫ ∞
−∞
pHH˙ΘΘ˙(r, r˙, θ, θ˙)dθ dθ˙ (4.23)
Again, using the total probability theorem, pHH˙ΘΘ˙(r, r˙, θ, θ˙) is obtained as
pHH˙ΘΘ˙(r, r˙, θ, θ˙) =
∫ ∞
b=0
pHH˙ΘΘ˙(r, r˙, θ, θ˙|b).p(b)db (4.24)
where pHH˙ΘΘ˙(r, r˙, θ, θ˙|b) is the Joint PDF of Rice Hoyt Process obtained from [80].
Hence, after some algebraic manipulations and simplifications, LCR is obtained
as
NH(r) =
r
4piσ1σ2σ3
×
∫ ∞
b=0
∫ 2pi
θ=0
exp
[
−(r cos(θ)− b)
2
2σ21
− (r sin(θ))
2
2σ22
]
× exp
[
− 1
2σ23
(
log
b
A
)2]
×
√
β1cos2(θ) + β2sin2(θ)
b
dθdb (4.25)
where, βi = −R¨µii(0). We obtain β1 = (
√
2piσ1fm1)
2(1 + a2) and β2 = β1/q
2.
Further, defining r0 = r/rrms as normalized amplitude, the LCR is obtained
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as
NH(r0) =
√
(1 + a2)(q2 + 1)fm1r0
2
√
2piqσ3
×
∫ ∞
b=0
∫ 2pi
θ=0
exp
[
−(r0
√
1 + q2σ2 cos(θ)− b)2
2q2σ22
]
× exp
[
−(r0
√
1 + q2σ2 sin(θ))
2
2σ22
]
× exp
[
− 1
2σ23
(
log
b
A
)2]
×
√
q2cos2(θ) + sin2(θ)
b
dθdb (4.26)
The average duration of fade of a signal is defined as average duration of time for
which the signal r0 spends below a specified threshold R0. It is given by [81]
τ¯ =
P (r0 < R0)
NH(r0)
(4.27)
where P (r0 < R0) is the Cumulative Density Function obtained by
P (r0 < R0) =
∫ R0
0
pH(x)dx (4.28)
This is obtained by integrating (4.2). Hence substituting (4.26) and (4.28) in
(4.27), ADF can be directly obtained.
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4.4.4 Squared Time Autocorrelation Function
The squared time autocorrelation function for the proposed channel is derived as
RH2(∆t) = E[|H(t)|2|H(t+∆t)|2]
= E[[{Aez(t) + µ1(t)}2 + µ22(t)]
× [{Aez(t+∆t) + µ1(t+∆t)}2 + µ22(t+∆t)]]
= E[A4e2z(t)+2z(t+∆t) + 2A3e2z(t)+z(t+∆t)
+ A2µ21(t+∆t)e
2z(t) + A2µ22(t+∆t)e
2z(t)
+ 2A3ez(t)+2z(t+∆t) + 2Aµ1(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t)e
z(t)
+ 4A2µ1(t)µ1(t+∆t)e
z(t)+z(t+∆t)
+ 2Aez(t)µ1(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t)
+ A2µ21(t)e
2z(t+∆t) + 2Aµ21(t)µ1(t+∆t)e
z(t+∆t)
+ µ21(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t) + µ
2
2(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t)
+ µ21(t)µ
2
2(t+∆t) + µ
2
2(t)µ
2
1(t+∆t)
+ A2µ22(t)e
2z(t+∆t) + 2Aµ1(t+∆t)µ
2
2(t)e
z(t)] (4.29)
All the Gaussian processes are assumed zero mean i.e E[µi(t)] = E[µi(t+∆t)] =
E[z(t)] = E[z(t + ∆t)] = 0. Also, for lognormal process ρ(t) having zero mean
Gaussian z(t), we have,
E[ρ(t)] = E[Aez(t)] = Aeσ
2
3/2 (4.30)
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E[ρ2(t)ρ2(t+∆t)] = E[A4e2z(t)+2z(t+∆t)]
= A4e4σ
2
3 [1+J0(wm3∆t)] (4.31)
Since µ1(t) and µ2(t) are independent. therefore
E[µ21(t)µ
2
2(t)] = E[µ
2
1(t)]E[µ
2
2(t)] = σ
2
1σ
2
2 (4.32)
Also, we have for i = 1, 2
E[µ2i (t)µ
2
i (t+∆t)] = E[µ
2
i (t)]E[µ
2
i (t+∆t)] (4.33)
+ 2{E[µi(t)µi(t+∆t)]}2
= σ4i [1 + 2J
2
0 (wm1∆t)J
2
0 (wm2∆t)]
Also, since ρ(t) and µi(t) are independent, therefore
E[Aez(t)µi(t+∆t)] = AE[e
z(t)]E[µi(t+∆t)] = 0 (4.34)
E[A2e2z(t)µ2i (t+∆t)] = A
2E[e2z(t)]E[µ2i (t+∆t)]
= A2σ2i e
2σ23 (4.35)
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Substituting (4.30)-(4.35)in (4.29) will result in
RH2(∆t) = A
4e4σ
2
3(1+J0(wm3∆t))
+ 2σ21σ
2
2 + 2A
2(σ21 + σ
2
2)e
2σ23
+ 2A2σ21J0(wm1∆t)J0(wm2∆t)e
σ23(1+J0(wm3∆t))
+ (σ41 + σ
4
2)(1 + 2J
2
0 (wm1∆t)J
2
0 (wm2∆t))
where, wmi = 2pifmi, for i = 1, 2 is angular frequency in radians per second.
4.5 Simulation and Results
The MATLAB based simulator developed here is an IFFT based simulator. The
block diagram of the proposed simulator is shown in Figure 4.1. The simulation
is run with the following parameters, carrier frequency (f =900MHz), velocity
of receiver V1 = 72km/hr which means fm1 = 60Hz, three different values of
q = 1, 0.5, 0.3, three different values of a = 1, 0.5, 0 and Nf = 8192. For the LoS
component, we set A = 1 and σ3 = 0.3. The simulator sample output for q = 0.5,
a = 0.5 is shown in Figure 4.2. The normalized envelope time variation is plotted.
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram of the Simulator Using Proposed Model
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Figure 4.2: Envelope Output of the Simulator
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The amplitude and phase PDFs plots are shown in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.4
respectively. The corresponding theoretical output of (4.2) and (4.3) respectively
are also plotted for comparison. For q = 1, the plots show envelope and phase of
Rice with diffused LoS.
The power spectral density plots for a = 1, 0.5, 0 are shown in Figure 4.5
for q = 0.5. The plots for other values of q are the scaled version of this and
has not been shown here. It is evident from the plot that S(f) has peaks at
f = ±(fm1 − fm2) due to the characteristics of elliptical integral function K.
Other than that zero frequency (LoS component) is also shown.
The normalized autocorrelation functions plots have been shown in Figure 4.6.
The plots for a = 1, 0.5, 0 are compared with the theoretical expression of (4.11)
for q = 0.5. For a = 0, the plot is a Bessel function showing B2V communication.
The level crossing rates and average duration of fades for q = 1, 0.5, 0.3 are
plotted in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 respectively of a = 0.5. The curves are
matched with their theoretical expressions given by (4.26) and (4.27). For q = 0.3,
there exists some dissimilarities for the lower values of ρ. These can be overcome
by increasing the number of frequency points Nf and number of samplesM which
will result in increasing simulator computational complexity.
The normalized squared time autocorrelation function plot is shown in Figure
4.9. The plot for q = 0.5 is compared with the theoretical expression of (4.36) for
a = 0.5
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Figure 4.3: Envelope PDF Plot
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Figure 4.5: PSD Plot for q=0.5
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The Mean Square Error of the time autocorrelation function is given by
MSE = E[(RH(∆t)− RˆH(∆t))2] (4.36)
Where RH∆t and RˆH∆t are the theoretical and estimated autocorrelation func-
tions respectively. Figure 4.10 shows the Mean square error of time autocorrelation
function as a function of number of frequency sample points Nf . The figure is
obtained for q = 0.5, a = 0.5 and varying Nf in the range 128 − 8192 (Nf = 2k
for integer values of k) for integer values of k. It is evident from the curve that
the MSE reduces when the number of sample points are increased. Hence more
accurate simulator is obtained at the cost of increasing the simulator complexity.
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4.6 Summary
The statistical properties for V2V Nakagami-Hoyt channel with diffused LoS com-
ponent, assuming omnidirectional antennas at both the transmitter and receiver,
have been derived. These include expressions for envelope and phase PDFs, mean
and RMS values, space time correlation function, time autocorrelation function,
power spectral density, level crossing rates, average duration of fade and squared
time autocorrelation function. A V2V simulator is developed to verify the the-
oretical derived expressions. MSE between the theoretical and estimated time
autocorrelation function is also computed and it is observed that MSE reduces
with increase in number of frequency points. It is shown that the analytical and
simulated results corroborate.
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CHAPTER 5
CHANNEL EMULATOR
DESCRIPTION
This Chapter describes the design and implementation of a DSP based wide-
band channel emulator. The emulator implementation uses a floating point
(TMS320C6713) and a fixed point (TMS320C6416) DSPs. The emulator has
8 taps and baseband bandwidth of 20 MHz. It has flexibility to generate several
channel models under varied environmental conditions. To validate the function-
ality of the emulator, the baseband data is applied to the emulator input and its
output is statistically analyzed and the results are compared with those derived
analytically. The statistical properties include envelope and phase PDFs of the
generated channel coefficients, LCR and ADF of the envelope. BPSK bit error
rate (BER) plot is also generated and compared with the analytical plot.
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5.1 Design Philosophy
In the design of efficient real time systems, all available system resources are opti-
mized towards minimizing the cost and maximizing the productivity. To acquire
data at high rate, it is difficult to directly interface the DSPs with high speed
ADCs and DACs due to I/O bandwidth limitations. The best solution is to use
FPGA for I/O interfacing. Therefore, Microline ORS114 daughter board was
used for this purpose. The board consists of a Vertex-2 FPGA, multiple chan-
nel ADC and DAC, FIFO memory and control circuitry used to synchronize the
data input-output events with DSP. The board is mounted over the peripheral
expansion of TMS320C6416 fixed point DSP Starter Kit (DSK) which performs
the TDL filtering. An optimal TDL filtering is implemented for filtering opera-
tion at high data rates. This require high clock rate fixed point processor. Hence
for that purpose TMS320C6416 processor with 1 GHz clock was selected. The
generation of channel filter coefficient depends on the channel variation or the
transmitter and receiver velocities that produce Doppler frequencies. This chan-
nel variations are normally much slower than the baseband data rate. Therefore,
for generation of the channel coefficients with high precision a processor operating
at relatively lower clock rate is adequate,therefore a TMS320C6713 32 bit floating
point processor is used.
Several papers regarding V2V channel characterizations are considered, these
include [121], [122], [123] and [125]. The outcome of these papers are added in the
emulator design to run it in the realistic scenarios. Following are the findings,
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• More than 99% of the PDP energy is in 8 taps. Hence the maximum number
of selected emulator taps is 8.
• RMS Delay spread ranges from 1.8 µsec to 0.3 ns.
• For urban environment, maximum Doppler frequency is 400 Hz where as
the emulator currently supports up to 480 Hz.
• V2V tap location varies with time. The emulator tap delay line filter imple-
mentation supports this time variations.
• The emulator is quite flexible to playback the stored channel measurements
when the statistical parameters of the channel are provided.
5.2 Emulator Design Specification
Figure 5.1 shows the overall block diagram of the channel emulator. It consists of
two DSKs communicating with each other using the Multiple Channel Buffered
Serial Port 0 (MCBSP0). The TMS320C6713 DSK board acts as a Master device.
It generates and transmits channel coefficients to the primary TMS320C6416 DSK
board which acts as a slave. The system runs according to the following specifi-
cation:
• TMS320C6416 DSK board having 1 GHz fixed point processor works as a
primary board to accept the baseband input and generate output;
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• TMS320C6713 DSK board having 225 MHz floating point processor works
as a secondary board that will generate channel taps at the required rate;
• Input Baseband data bandwidth 20 MHz (10 MHz each I & Q);
• Maximum number of Taps (channel coefficients) generated N = 8;
• Maximum Doppler frequency that can be set = 480 Hz;
• ADC and DAC Buffer size = 1024 Elements (16I + 16Q)= 32 bits;
• ADC and DAC resolution = 14 bits;
• Maximum sampling rate of ADC and DAC = 25 MHz;
• Transfer rate of channel coefficients = 16 KHz (2 KHz per tap);
• Maximum excess delay = 1024 samples which on 25 MHz sampling frequency
becomes 41 usec.
5.3 Channel Emulator Functionality
In this section, the emulator functionality is discussed. The baseband data is
acquired using ORS114 daughter board and processed using TMS320C6416 DSP
in real time. The channel coefficients are generated using TMS320C6713 DSP and
transferred to the C6416 DSP using MCBSP0 port to be used in real time. The
emulator performs the following tasks
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5.3.1 Baseband Data Acquisition
The baseband data acquisition uses Signalware’s ORS-114 daughter board. This
card is designed to facilitate rapid construction of prototypes or small to medium
production runs with minimum time-to-market. The peripheral card provides flex-
ible analog input and output for applications with a Texas Instruments (TI) Digi-
tal Signal Processors (DSP). It mounts on a card that contains TI TMS320C6xxx
DSPs made by ORSYS, Inc. These DSP cards, known as the ”micro-line” series,
contain the processor, DRAM memory and an expansion interface which allows
the peripheral card full access to all of the DSP’s resources. The hardware block
diagram of ORS114 board is shown in Figure 5.2.
The daughter board has two connectors. 26 pins output connector J3 and 50
pins input connector J4. Both input and output are configured to use differential
voltages. One input pin is connected to 2 volts peak to peak centered at 1 volt
while the other input pin is tied to constant 1 volt. Each Inphase and Quadrature
component is connected as a differential input. On each differential line the output
voltage range is 0 to 0.5 volts.
The daughter board is configured to use 2 channels ADC and DAC working
at 25 MSPS each and transfers 14 bit data in and out of DSP. The data transfer
is done using enhanced direct memory access (EDMA) interface configured with
optimal external memory interface (EMIF) setting to read and write data. The
pin configuration detail is given in [145].
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Figure 5.1: Channel Emulator Block Diagram
Figure 5.2: ORS-114 Block Diagram [145]
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The main benefit of using ORS114 daughter board over other boards that
contain only ADC and DAC is that it provides Vertex-2 FPGA for preprocessing
of data before placing it in the DSP internal memory. The ADC is connected to
the FPGA via parallel digital interface whereas DAC to FPGA interface is serial.
The FPGA is connected to the DSP via the parallel micro-line bus which can
connect directly to an other FPGA on compact board series.
The location of the FPGA between the DSP and the parallel buses allows it
to perform some useful tasks. It allows blocking and FIFO buffering of signals
before they are placed in the DSP memory. This can optimize the use of DSP
memory and EMIF memory bus bandwidth which is often a limiting factor in DSP
applications. The FPGA can provide further input decimation filtering which
limits the bandwidth with sharp digital filter edges and reduces the number of
samples allowing the application to work with higher total sample rates than the
DSP can handle. The FPGA can construct high speed output samples for the
DAC based on DSP inputs or the signals coming from the ADC. The FPGA also
connects to the external digital I/O connector and to the clock/control lines of the
converters. This allows synchronization of the converters either with an external
signal, with an on-board oscillator or with DSP signals.
Ping Pong buffering technique described in TI documentations [146] has been
used to perform data transfer efficiently between the I/O devices and internal
memory (SRAM) of DSP. EDMA engine performs the data transfer between the
ping/pong buffers and I/O device alternately and a pingpong flag ensures that
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the DSP is processing the buffer that is not being overwritten by the EDMA.
Since EDMA runs independently from the CPU, the CPU continues to process
the block of data in the ping buffer while the EDMA is writing data on the pong
buffers and vice versa. In order to remain synchronized with EDMA and void
data loss, it is essential for CPU to finish the processing before the next EDMA
interrupt is generated i.e., the data transfer is completed.
After reset, the DSP performs all the necessary initializations. It configures
EMIF settings, initializes the Daughter board, configures EDMA channels to start
data transfer and waits for the peripheral device to input the channel parameters.
For the ADC Sampling time Ts and PING/PONG buffer size N , the data transfer
flow is shown in the Figure 5.3 . The timing diagram is shown in Figure 5.4.
5.3.2 Primary Secondary Board Interface
The function of the primary secondary board interface is to obtain the channel
coefficients in real time. For this purpose, the Multiple Channel Buffered Serial
Port (MCBSP 0) present at the external peripheral interface of the TMS320C6416
DSK board, is used. The port is directly connected with the MCBSP 0 of the
secondary board in Master/Slave configuration such that the secondary board that
is generating channel coefficients work as Master device since it also generates
clock and frame signal for the serial port whereas the primary board acts as a
Slave and use these signals to get data. The block diagram of the connection
between the two DSPs via MCBSP ports is shown in the Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.3: Block Diagram Showing Input Output Operations
Figure 5.4: Timing Diagram
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Figure 5.5: MCBSP Connection Between the Two DSPs
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After connecting the two DSPs together the next step is to configure the ports
so that the data can be transmitted and received successfully. The ports are
configured by the setting the appropriate values of the four serial port registers.
They are Receive Control Register (RCR), Transmit Control Register (XCR),
Sample Rate Generator Register (SRGR), Pin Control Register (PCR).
The details of how to set these registers are given in TI documentation [147].
The values are set so that one frame consisting of 8 channel coefficients (32 bits
each) is transmitted in 500 µsec that results in a transmission rate of 16 KHz per
coefficient.
Again, EDMA along with ping pong buffering technique is used to perform
this transfer efficiently. At the transmitting end, the EDMA interrupt is generated
periodically and at the same time, the CPU generates new channel coefficients.
Whereas, at the receiving end, when a complete frame is received an interrupt is
generated and the channel coefficients are updated
5.3.3 Tap Delay Line Filtering
Tap delay line filter is the basic block of many digital signal processing applica-
tions. It is based on the following equation
y[n] =
M∑
k=0
x[n− k].h[k] (5.1)
where y[n], x[n], h[n] are samples of the output, input and filter coefficient re-
spectively at nth sample instant of a digital system of order M .
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As seen from (5.1), in order to obtain an output y[n], a buffer of M previous
values (delay line) need to be maintained along with the current sample. Typically,
a pointer is set up at the beginning of the sample array (oldest sample) and then
manipulated to access the consecutive values.
Whenever a new sample needs to be added to the delay line all the values
need to be shifted down. For large values of M (longer delay line), this will cause
additional overhead of shifting the large amount of data. The alternate approach
is to overwrite the oldest value. This can be implemented by using circular mode
for pointer access.
The input data buffer has finite size and has to be accessed circularly as the new
samples are continuously overwritten where the previously stored (oldest samples)
need to be overwritten so that the buffer memory is reused. When the pointer
reaches the last location of the buffer, it needs to wrap back to the beginning of
the buffer. This would normally involve some amount of software overhead. When
Input buffer addressing is defined as circular, the pointer automatically wraps back
to the top whenever the bottom of the buffer is reached. Figure 5.6 illustrates the
circular addressing. The input buffer is made circular for that purpose it must be
properly aligned in the internal memory. The detail of how to set up the Circular
buffer is given in [148].
TDL Filter can be implemented in several ways depending upon the appli-
cation. Here, the filter is modeled as a frequency selective channel, where the
channel taps are assumed as multipath fingers located at multiple of sampling
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time Ts. N = M + 1 tap time intervals are assumed as τi where i varies from 0
to M and τ0 = 0. The channel model is shown in Figure 5.7. The tap index Ni is
related with τi as
Ni =
⌊
τi
Ts
+ 0.5
⌋
(5.2)
where b.c indicates the truncation operation. For the buffer size L, the maximum
excess delay that can be simulated as
τmax = LTs (5.3)
Using the pipeline approach mentioned in [149] the code has been optimized for
N = 8 taps. The inner loop was completely unrolled to reduce the loop overhead,
the dependency graph was created and the instructions were pipelined to reduce
the number of cycles. The optimized code consists of 3 parts. The prolog, the
mainloop and epilog.
The prolog consists of initialization of local variables, pushing registers over
stack for usage inside the function, loading taps coefficients h[n] from memory
into registers and defining input buffer as circular. Defining the input as circular
buffer removes the overhead of an additional branch instruction inside the loop.
The use of circular buffer prevents the constant test of wrapping. The prolog is to
be executed once for L size input buffer. It takes 45 cycles to execute this code.
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Figure 5.6: Pointer Manipulation Using Circular Addressing
Figure 5.7: Tap Delay Line Filter Model
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The main loop is also known as kernel of the program which is executed most
of the time. It is optimized and instructions are scheduled to maximize the uti-
lization of the CPU resources. For N taps it is executed 2N times per input
sample. For 4 taps, the resources allocations are shown in Table 5.1. It is also
shown that loading of data from memory and its storage into memory are done at
the same time using .D1 and .D2 functional units whereas branching instruction,
re-initialization, output storing and counter increments have also been scheduled.
STH instructions have been used to store the sample output back into the in-
ternal memory, ZERO to re-initialize the output registers back to zero for the
computation of next sample output and SHR to bring the output in Q3.13 format.
The epilog consists of the remaining part of the function. This include re-
maining loop portion, popping data back to the registers and branch out of the
function. This part takes 42 cycles to execute.
5.3.4 Channel Gains Generations
The channel coefficients are generated using a floating point TMS320C6713 DSP.
Reference [98] describes the efficient method of generating the channel gains. It
uses an infinite impulse response (IIR) Doppler filter along with the polyphase
interpolator for the generation of correlated Gaussian channel coefficients. The
original approach was for flat fading channel Rayleigh channel only. It was modi-
fied for the more generalized 8 taps frequency selective Nakagami-Hoyt mobile to
mobile fading channel with diffused LoS.
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Table 5.1: Four Taps TDL Resources Allocation for Main Loop
@
@
@FU
Cy.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
.M1 MPY MPYH MPY MPYH MPY MPYH MPY MPYH
.M2 MPYHLMPYLHMPYHLMPYLHMPYHLMPYLHMPYHLMPYLH
.L1 SUB ADD SUB ADD SUB ADD SUB ADD
.L2 ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD ADD
.S1 ADD B ZERO SHR ADD
.S2 ZERO SHR ADD
.D1 LDW LDW LDW LDW STH
.D2 SUB STH
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The block diagram of the channel coefficient generation unit of the single (first)
tap is shown in Figure 5.8. The block diagram represents a generalized channel
model. By varying the values of parameters (a, q, σ2 and A) different channel
models can be obtained and simulated. These models are shown in the Table 5.2.
For a = 0, the models are obtained for Base to mobile communication whereas
a > 0 represents V2V communications.
The Doppler Shaping Filter is implemented as an IIR Filter having the fre-
quency response obtained by taking the square root of S(f) i.e.
√
S(f). The
filter has been designed for the Doppler rate of FdTs = 0.2. The higher rate is
achieved by interpolating the channel coefficients I times using polyphase inter-
polator. For the Fade Rate (fdTs) of 0.01, the value of I = 20 is used. For the
maximum Doppler frequency of 160 Hz the channel sampling rate of 16 KHz is
set.
The maximum Doppler frequency is configurable and is set using LCD Key-
pad interfacing of TMS320C6713 DSK (MCBSP1 port). This can go up to 480
Hz. For a single emulator run, it will remain unchanged. The filter coefficients
are computed on the base of normalized Doppler frequency. The algorithm for
filter coefficient generation uses fade rate (fdTs) of 0.01. For 160Hz Doppler the
Sampling frequency (Filter coefficient update rate is 16 KHz). This means if the
Doppler frequency is increased the sampling frequency will also be increased in the
same proportion so as to make the fade rate constant. The increase in sampling
frequency means MCBSP0 port data rate will be increased. This rate is software
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configurable and can be set by changing the value of Sample Rate Generator Reg-
ister (SRGR) of the MCBSP0 port. The upper limit depends upon the complexity
of the channel coefficient generation algorithm and number of taps. For 8 taps, it
is 480 Hz and this can be increased if we further optimize the channel generation
code using some optimization techniques (reducing mathematical complexity and
efficient use of DSP resources).
The interpolator is implemented as a polyphase filter with a windowed sinc(.)
function impulse response. The algorithm for channel coefficient generation has
been modified in order to consider the generalized cases. Figure 5.9, 5.10, 5.11
show the frequency response of the modified PSD under different values of a =
(0, 0.5, 1), A = 0, σ2 > 0 and q = 0.5.
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Table 5.2: Various Channel Models for Simulation
A = 0 A 6= 0
z(t) = 0 z(t)⇒ Gaussian
q = 1 Rayleigh Rice Log-Normal Rice
0 < q < 1 Hoyt Rice Hoyt Diffused Hoyt
σ2 = 0 - Static Lognormal
Figure 5.8: Single Tap Generation Using Filter Method
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Figure 5.9: Frequency Response of IIR Filter q=0.5 a=0
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Figure 5.10: Frequency Response of IIR Filter q=0.5 a=0.5
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Figure 5.11: Frequency Response of IIR Filter q=0.5 a=1.0
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5.4 Results and Comparison
A TDL filter with N taps is modeled here as a frequency selective multipath
channel. Each tap is complex having defined location. The channel is assumed
static for one buffer period of time. Both C and assembly functions were executed
for L = 1024 I/O buffer size, data sampling frequency Fs = 12.5MHz and N = 8
taps filter coefficients having values h={1.8362 - 0.5073i, -0.2169 + 0.0915i, -
0.1448 + 0.1585i, -0.2169 + 0.0915i, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 } with corresponding tap
locations at {0, 0.5, 1, 1.6, 1.8, 1.9, 2.0, 2.1} µsec. The magnitude response |h| of
the channel is shown in Figure 5.12.
The sinusoidal input shown in Figure 5.13 is applied on both I & Q channels.
The output of both were found exactly match with each other. For fixed point C
code, it takes 1460 cycles per sample to generate output whereas the optimized
code gives output in 16 cycles per sample. From (5.3), the maximum excess delay
τmax the system can have is found to be 81.92 usec.
A comparison has been made with an implementation given in [150] using
TMS320C6713 DSP. The comparison is fair in terms of number of CPU cycles as
both DSPs have same functional units. The only difference is in terms of number
of general purpose registers. It takes 1.95 µsec to generate per sample output
which on 225MHz CPU takes 439 cycles whereas using the proposed optimization
method, it takes only 62 cycles which is 7 times faster than the reference approach.
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Figure 5.12: Channel Magnitude Impulse Response
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Figure 5.13: Input Data on Both I and Q Channel
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A comparison has also been made for a given complex input between the
outputs of the MATLAB complex FIR filter code with the fixed point assembly
code and are shown in Figure 5.14 (Magnitude plot) and Figure 5.15 (Phase plot).
The number of taps assumed are N = 8 with buffer size L = 1024. For C6416
DSP operating at 1GHz (the cycle time of 1ns), the proposed algorithm will take
around 16ns per sample. Thus, data with around 60MHz sampling frequency
can be processed.
In order to verify the channel coefficient generation, the BER analysis of the
channel has also been done. The BPSK modulated data is applied to the input
of a single tap channel and the output and channel coefficients (400k samples)
are stored in the SDRAM of TMS320C6416 DSP Board in real time. Since BER
analysis is independent of data rate and sampling frequency, hence due to the
limited size of SDRAM (16 MB), the sampling rate was set to 2 MHz and the
input data rate to 200 kbps. The envelope and phase PDF, LCR, ADF and BER
plots are shown in the Figure 5.16, 5.17, 5.18, 5.19 and 5.20, respectively. The
plots are found to closely match the corresponding theoretical plots. MSE between
the theoretical and simulated values of the amplitude, phase PDF, BER curves
and LCR are shown in Table 5.3.
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Figure 5.14: TDL Filter Output Magnitude Plot
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Figure 5.15: TDL Filter Output Phase Plot
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Figure 5.16: PDF Plot for Envelope
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Figure 5.17: PDF Plot for Phase
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Figure 5.18: PDF Plot for LCR
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Figure 5.19: PDF Plot for ADF
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Figure 5.20: BER Plot, BPSK Modulation q=1, q=0.5, q=0.3
Table 5.3: MSE of Various Quantities for a=0.5
q Envelope PDF Phase PDF BPSK BER LCR
0.3 4.240× 10−5 4.647× 10−5 1.456× 10−7 13× 10−4
0.5 8.148× 10−5 3.371× 10−5 4.439× 10−7 6× 10−4
1.0 6.511× 10−5 2.586× 10−5 0.775× 10−7 11× 10−4
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, design and implementation of an efficient real time wideband
simulator have been discussed. The emulator has been run in real time with a
known input and the output data has been analyzed. The TDL filter has been
optimally implemented over TMS320C6416 DSP. The output of the filter has
been verified by comparing the emulator output with MATLAB. The pipelined
architecture of the processor and the circular buffer have been efficiently utilized.
The channel coefficients have been generated and analyzed. The BPSK modulated
data has been input and the output has been stored. The bit error rate has been
measured and compared with the theoretical data to verify the validity of the
channel emulator.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE
RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
This dissertation proposed three channel models and derived their statistical prop-
erties for V2V environment. The channel models were validated by developing
MATLAB based simulators and comparing the simulator outcome with the de-
rived analytical expressions. Based on these models the dissertation also develops
a wideband channel emulator. The main contributions of the dissertation are
listed below:
1. Three channel models were proposed and developed. These include V2V
Nakagami-Hoyt channel model under isotropic scattering condition, V2V
Nakagami Hoyt channel model under non-isotropic scattering condition and
V2V Nakagami Hoyt channel model under diffused LOS and Isotropic scat-
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tering condition.
2. The statistical properties (spatial time correlation function, power spectral
density, level crossing rate, average duration of fade and squared time auto-
correlation function) of these models were also derived
3. MATLAB based simulators were developed to validate the derived statistical
properties by comparing the theoretical and simulated results. The simu-
lators were based on frequency domain random number generation. Mean
square error of the time autocorrelation function was also plotted as a func-
tion of number of frequency points of the simulator.
4. A wideband channel emulator was developed on the basis of above models.
An efficient Tap Delay Line model was implemented. The known baseband
data was input and for known channel coefficients, the output of the simula-
tor was obtained and compared with the MATLAB output. The simulator
functionality was also verified by storing the generated channel coefficients,
performing the statistical analysis of the stored data and comparing it with
the analytical results.
6.2 Future Recommendations
Based on the achieved objective of this work, recommendations for future work
are made.
1. An extended generalized model that covers the non-isotropic scattering un-
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der diffused LoS environment can be developed.
2. The real time simulator developed currently does not consider the channel
model under Non-Isotropic condition. The simulator can be modified to
cover this case.
3. The work currently uses SISO channel model and can further be extended
to MIMO channel modeling and simulation
4. The simulator currently assumes baseband data input and output. Using
appropriate modulator and demodulator hardware it can be extended to
passband simulator
5. The simulator has 8 taps and baseband bandwidth of 20 MHz. The number
of taps and bandwidth can be increased by selecting appropriate hardware
platform like FPGA and optimal algorithm for channel gains generation.
6. The simulator can be modified further to cover other channel models like
Weibull and composite models.
7. The simulator takes differential input and generates differential output in
a range 0 to 2 volts. Signal interface and conditioning and input output
modules are also required to interface with the real world.
8. By optimizing the channel coefficient generation code, the simulator can
support the maximum Doppler frequency higher than 1 KHz.
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